Although reliable long precision floating-point arithmetic libraries such as QD and MPFR/GMP are necessary to solve ill-conditioned problems in numerical simulation, long precision BLAS-level computation such as matrix multiplication has not been fully optimized because tuning costs are very high compared to IEEE float and double precision arithmetic. In this study, we develop a technique to shorten this tuning time by using prediction of computational times in several block sizes for the blocking algorithm, and then selecting the fastest matrix multiplication method for tuning multiple precision dense real matrix multiplication in various precisions, matrix sizes, and degrees of parallelization.
Introduction
As scientific computations increase in size, so-called "ill-conditioned problems" have emerged in various fields. These are problems whose numerical results cannot be validated by using IEEE754 double precision floating-point arithmetic. Reliable software-based fixed and arbitrary precision floating-point arithmetic libraries such as QD(Double-double and Quadruple-double precision) library developed by Bailey et.al [1] and MPFR [2] /GMP [3] , are very effective tools for these ill-conditioned problems. But we cannot use optimized BLAS-level multiple precision computations.
We therefore have implemented three types of dense matrix multiplication, such as simple triple loop (simple for short), blocking (block for short), and Strassen's algorithms (Strassen for short) in QD and MPFR/GMP environments [4] , and also parallelized them with OpenMP. By benchmarking them, we find that simple or blocking algorithms are more effective for small-sized and relatively low precision matrix multiplication, and that Strassen algorithm is the most effective for large-sized and high precision matrix multiplication [5] . As a result, we have developed our original dense matrix multiplication library to effectively compute multiple precision dense matrix products by using an automatic tuning method in order to select the most effective algorithm. It also involves a technique to shorten tuning time by using prediction of computational times in several block sizes for the block algorithm.
In this paper, we explain our implemented prediction of computational times for a blocking algorithm, and then show its effectiveness for tuning multiple precision dense matrix multiplication in various precisions, matrix sizes, and degrees of parallelization.
Implemented dense matrix multiplication algorithms
As mentioned previously, we have already implemented three types of algorithms for dense real matrix multiplication with QD and MPFR/GMP. We consider a dense real matrix multiplication to obtain C := AB ∈ R m×n , where
l×n and c ij , the elements of C are obtained as
A calculation following the above definition (1) is called a "simple" algorithm.
To draw the power of cache memories in the majority of current CPUs, "block" algorithms are used in dense matrix multiplications, which normally divide A and B into small blocked matrices with the number of their rows and columns less than the block size n min . For example, if A are divided to M × L small matrices A ik and B to L × N small matrices B kj , then C are calculated with M × N small matrices C ij , which are
The "Strassen" algorithm is one of divide-and-conquer methods. For even dimensional matrices A and B, four divided matrices are prepared such that
where A ij ∈ R m/2 × l/2 and B ij ∈ R l/2 × n/2 DBy using these block matrices, the Strassen algorithm performs the following recursive calculations to obtain P i (i = 1, 2, ..., 7), and finally obtain C with these P i s. 
We have parallelized the above three algorithms (1), (2), and (3) with OpenMP and confirmed their effectiveness[5].
Prediction of computational times for block algorithm
We must select the optimal block size for the block algorithm to draw the power of the cache memory in CPUs. In IEEE float and double precision, optimized BLAS libraries such as ATLAS [6] , have a mechanism to select the most effective block sizes using trial-and-error methods. Recent hardware evolution requires such optimization for software-based multiple precision floating-point arithmetic such as performed by QD and MPFR/GMP. These floating-point numbers are implemented with complex data types. Therefore, we cannot uniformly select the optimal block sizes for various precisions and must also expend significant time to compute these multiple precision dense matrix multiplications.
To shorten the optimization tuning time, we develop an original prediction method of computational times for a block algorithm. Our prediction technique is defined by the following process:
1. Obtain the computational time using A with shorter rows and original B as shown in Figure1.
2. Predict computational time of the full-size matrix multiplication by using the above computational time.
By applying the above predictions for various block sizes, we can select the optimal block size n min . Our prediction technique can obtain precise computational time because the hit ratio of caches is equivalent to full-size matrix multiplication using the original B.
Our tuning program involving this prediction technique is executed as follows:
1. Predict computational times of full sizes with several candidates of optimal block size and select the optimal n min .
2. Determine the computational times of simple algorithm, the block algorithm with the optimal n min , and the Strassen algorithm.
3. Select the fastest algorithm among three types of algorithms.
The above tuning process would require 1.6 to 2.3 times higher tuning costs without our prediction technique in (1).
Accuracy of prediction of computational time and whole tuning results
We use the dense real matrix multiplication C := AB as follows:
.
The reason why we select these squared A and B matrices is that elementary arithmetic provided by MPFR/GMP uses an economical way if the elements of these matrices are not fulfilled in a binary mantissa. The same matrices are applied in DD and QD computation. In this paper, the following three types of computational environments are tested. Three abbreviations for these environments are "Xeon"C"Corei7", and "Ryzen" associated with the names of each CPU. All are x86 64 Linux boxes, but exhibit higher performance in ascending order.
Xeon Intel Xeon E5-2620 v2 (2.10GHz, 6 cores) 2, 32GB RAM, CentOS 6.5 x86 64, Intel C/C++ 13. 
Fixed precision matrix multiplication with QD
In case of n = 1024, the prediction results with QD are shown in Table 1 , where (a) means optimal block size, (b) is the real computational time (unit: second) of the corresponding block size, (c) is the computational time (unit: second) needed for the prediction, (d) is the predicted computational time (unit: second) of the full-size matrix multiplication, "rel.diff" means relative difference of predicted computational time, and (e) is the computational time (unit: second) of the Strassen algorithm for reference. Underlined values indicate the minimal computational time with the corresponding precision and matrix size. All relative differences between predicted and real computational times are under 6%DWe have confirmed that these relative differences for other dimensions are under 10%, so our prediction technique is precise.
Next, we show the tuning results of simple algorithm, the block algorithm with the optimal block size, and the Strassen algorithm in Table 2 . From our previous study [4] [5], it is known that the Strassen algorithm is the most effective over a certain dimensional threshold, so total tuning time and the threshold are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 indicates that the more powerful computational environment we use, shorter tuning time and larger threshold are obtained. Table 3 shows the results obtained by using dense real matrix multiplication in case of n = 1024 with MPFR/GMP. Arbitrary precision is available in MPFR/GMP, so precision is shown only in cases of 128-and 1024-bit mantissas.
Arbitrary precision matrix multiplication with MPFR/GMP
In this case, we confirmed that relative differences between predicted and real computational times are also within 7%, so our prediction method is precise. We cannot find other cases in which relative differences are greater than 10%. Table 4 shows total tuning time of matrix multiplication with MPFR/GMP. MPFR/GMP provides arbitrary precision floating-point arithmetic, so longer tuning times are necessary because the number of trial patterns using 128 to 2048 bits is much larger than QD.
Figure2 shows all tuning results obtained by using MPFR/GMP. Red circles in this figure indicate that the Strassen algorithm is the most effectiveCgreen circles indicate that block algorithm with 128 dimensional block size is the most effective, and other circles indicate that block algorithms with other block sizes are the most effective. Larger radiuses of circles indicate that they are more effective than other algorithms.
As mentioned in our previous study [5] , our implemented parallelized Strassen algorithm is less effective for MPFR/GMP than for QD. The reason is that floating-point data types of MPFR are implemented with more complex struc- tures, including pointers to the mantissa, compared to DD and QD. Therefore, the more threads we use, the more cases in which the block algorithm is less effective. In fact, Figure2 shows that the number of cases where block algorithms are more effective than the Strassen algorithm increases in any environment with less precision and more threads. If users wish to optimize matrix multiplication around a wide threshold, they must run our tuning program with fixed dimensions of for targeted precision and matrix. [5] T.Kouya, Performance evaluation of multiple precision matrix multiplications using parallelized Strassen and Winograd algorithms, JSIAM Letters, Vol. 8, pp. 21-24, 2016.
[6] "ATLAS: Automatically Tuned Linear Algebra Software", http:// math-atlas.sourceforge.net/.
[7] T.Kouya. BNCpack, http://na-inet.jp/na/bnc/.
